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Abstract
Numerous mechanisms with rotating objects in engineering manifest gyroscopic effects, which mathematical models formulated
on the law of kinetic energy conservation and the action of inertial torques. Known theories of gyroscopic effects are far from
the practical result of the action inertial torques on the rotating objects. The new study demonstrates that the gyroscopic effects
are the result of the simultaneous and interdependent action of the resistance and precession torques of rotating objects around
different axes. The centrifugal and Coriolis forces are generated the first torques and the second one by the common inertial forces
and the change in the angular momentum of the rotating mass of a spinning object. The principle of gyroscope effects has been
applied in the crushing pendulum mills used for ore, seeds, etc., where the intense pressure is desired. The new principles of the
action of internal and external torques on the crushing mill enable for the computing the actual forces that produce the work. This
manuscript represents the mathematical model for the actual torques and power that manifest the crushing mill.
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Introduction
Gyroscopic effects manifest at numerous rotating objects in
engineering. Correct computing of and gyroscopic properties
enables for the functioning of the gyroscopic devices in engineering.
Since the Industrial Revolution published many gyroscope theories
as well as many approaches and mathematical solutions that
describe the gyroscope properties [1-4]. Numerous publications
described the gyroscope effects and applications in engineering
[5,6]. All of them describe gyroscope properties only in terms of
the law of conservation of energy and the angular momentum.
Nevertheless, the nature of gyroscope effects is more complex and
known theories do not match the practice of gyroscopic devices
[7-9]. Therefore, researchers continue to find true mathematical
models of gyroscopic effects [10-14]. New research in the area
of the gyroscope theory gives the new mathematical models for
inertial forces acting on a gyroscope [15,16]. These publications
demonstrate that on rotating objects act the several inertial forces
of their mass-elements that express the resistance and precession
torques. The centrifugal and Coriolis forces of the rotating masselements result in the resistance torques. The common inertial
forces and the change in the angular momentum result in the
precession torques. Table 1 represents the equations of the inertial
Copyright © All rights are reserved by Ryspek Usubamatov.

torques acting on rotating objects. The action of the new inertial
and external torques of the rotating objects should be considered
for the mathematical modeling of the work of mechanism in
engineering (Table 1).
Table 1: Internal inertial torques acting on a gyroscope.
Type of the Torque Generated By
Centrifugal forces, Tct.i

Common inertial forces, Tin.i
Coriolis forces, Tcr.i

Change in an angular momentum, Tam.i
Resistance torque Tr.i = Tct.i + Tcr.i
Precession torque Tp.i = Tin.i + Tam.i

Equation, (n·m)

T=
T=
ct
in

2 2
π J ωωi
9

Tcr = (8 / 9) J ωωi

Tam = J ωωi
 2π 2 + 8 
Tr = 
 J ωωi
 9 
 2π 2 + 9 
Tp = 
 J ωωi
 9 

Where i is the index for axis; J = (mR2/2) is the rotor’s mass
moment of inertia around spin axis; m is the rotor’s mass; R
is the external radius of the rotor; ωi is an angular velocity of
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precession of a spinning rotor around axis i and ω is an angular
velocity of a spinning rotor; other components are as specified in
Table 1. Analysis of the internal torques that represented in Table
1 demonstrates that their values of are different but proportionally
depend on the mass moment of inertia of a rotor and its angular
velocity as well as on the angular velocity of precession. These

Methodology and Working Example

torques represent fundamental principles of the gyroscope theory.
New mathematical models for the inertial torques can describe
all gyroscope effects that manifest any rotating objects. This work
represents the computing of the torques and power for the crushing
mill based on the mathematical models for the inertial torques
generated by the flywheel.

Figure 1: Crushing mill.
The principle of gyroscope effects has been applied in the
crushing pendulum mills used for ore, seeds, etc., where the intense
pressure is desired (Figure 1). The pendulum mill consists of a large
steel pan in which two heavy conoidal flywheels of m = 400kg mass
each roll on the bottom of the pan without slipping. The steel of the
flywheel of the density ρ = 7545.2 kg/m3. The maximal and minimal
radius of conoid about its axle is 0.3m and 0.15m respectively. The
distance from the axis of rotation of the flywheel to its Centre
of the mass is 0.6m, the angle φ of the conoidal flywheel is 30o.
The flywheels revolve about a vertical shaft passing through
the centre of the pan with the angular velocity of ωp = 60 rpm =
2π rad/s and with spinning about own axis of n = 30.0 rpm. The
pan and flywheels designed with conic surfaces that enable to
avoid intensive friction processes of two surfaces due to different
tangential velocities of the flywheel edges. This friction process is
unavoidable for the horizontal design of the pan. The two flywheels
placed symmetrically about the shaft and rotated around own axes.
The axes of flywheels are attached to the vertical shaft by means of
couplings that permit them to have enough vertical motion to roll
over uneven lumps in the pan. Figure 1 represents the general case
of one flywheel where is considered the action of the gyroscope
effects. Define the power required for the work of the crushing.
For simplicity of computing is accepted the form of the flywheel
is the cylindrical disc. Acting forces on the running flywheel are the
weight, centrifugal forces, Coriolis force and forces generated by
the precession torques of the inertial force and angular momentum.
The resulting torque acting on the bottom of the pan is presented
by the following equation:

 2π 2 + 9 
T = Tw + Tin + Tamc = WS cos φ + 
 J ωω p
 9 

where T is the total moment of action the forces about the point
o; W is the weight of the flywheel; S is the length of axle (distanced
from the pivot to the centre of gravity); J is the mass moment of
inertia of the flywheel; ω is the angular velocity of the flywheel;
ωp is the angular velocity of the precession of the flywheel around
the vertical axis. Since by hypothesis the flywheel does not slip on
the plate of the pan, the angular velocity of the flywheel rotation is
defined by its tangential velocity. The average tangential velocity
of the rotation the flywheel about the axis of the pane is as follows
30
V = 2π nS = 2π × × 0.6 = 1.885m / s . The angular velocity of the
60
2π n / 60 =×
2π 30 / 60 =
π rad / s .
flywheel is as follows ω =
J=

The mass moment of the flywheel inertia is

m1 R12 m2 2
160 × 0.152 240
+
( R1 + R22 ) =
+
(0.152 + 0.32 ) = 8.55 kgm 2
2
4
2
4
where the mass of the cylinder m1 = πR12hρ =

π×0.152×0.3×7545.2 = 160kg and the mass of the conical ring

m2 = π(R22 - R12)hρ/2 = π×(0.32 - 0.152)×0.3×7545.2/2 =
240kg. The crashing torque is as follows
 2π 2 + 9 
 2π 2 + 9 
0
T= mgS cos φ + 
 J ωω p= 400 × 9.81× 0.6 × cos15 + 
 × 8.55 × π × 2π=
 9 
 9 
2813.100546 Nm

Total crashing force is F = T/S = /0.6 = 4688.500910 N. The
crushing force that gives the weight of the flywheel is FW = Wgcosφ
= 400×9.81×cos150 = 3790.2929416 N. The crushing
force that
 2π 2 + 9 
ωω
J
gives the gyroscopic torques of the flywheel is 

p = FG S
2
 9 


+
×
×
2
π
9
8.55
π
2
π
or F =
=
898.2079684 N .

×
G



9



0.6

The force of the gyroscopic effect is 5.21 times less than the
action of the flywheel weight. The resistance torques Tr generated
by the centrifugal and Coriolis forces of the crushing wheel is
represented by the equation in Table 1. The power required for the
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crashing process by two flywheels is calculated by the following
=
P 2 Frf ω p + Trω p . Substituting defined parameters
equation
and initials data into this equation yield the following result:

mechanisms and machines. The action of the inertial torques
generated by the masses of rotating objects demonstrated on the
work of the crushing mill.


8

2
2  4688.500910 × 0.18 × 0.2 +  π 2 +  × 8.55 ×=
π × 2π  2π 8657.7084 W ≈ 8.7 kW
9
9
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 2π 2 + 8 
P=
2  Frf + 
 J ωω p  ω p =
 9 



where r = 0.18 m is the radius of the conical flywheel at the point
of the center mas, f = 0.2 is crashing coefficient, other parameters
are as specified above. The crushing pendulum mill should be
equipped with the electric motor of the power 8.7 kW.

Results and Discussion

New mathematical models for the inertial torques acting
on the spinning objects enable for the developing of equations
for the computing parameters of work for any rotating objects
in engineering. The model for the inertial torques acting on the
flywheel of the crushing mill is based on the action of the several
inertial torques, the action of frictional forces and the weight
components acting on the pan. The mathematical models for the
computing the inertial torques generated by the flywheel enable for
the demonstrating the physics of the crushing process and by the
action of other well-known components. The models of the acting
inertial torques show the new value of forces and the power for
crushing process.

Conclusion

The numerous mechanisms in engineering contain rotating
objects which manifest gyroscopic effects which analytical solutions
for a long time represented the unsolvable problem. New analytical
approach to the inertial torques acting on the rotating objects finely
resolved all problems in the area of the rotating objects. Several
inertial forces generated by the mass of the spinning objects act
simultaneously and interdependently on the rotating objects that
demonstrate the gyroscopic effects. The new mathematical models
for the inertial forces acting on the rotating objects should be used
for engineering computing of the working parameters of different
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